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Why Congress Can and Should Raise Revenue through Corporate Tax Reform
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■ In May, members of Congress received a letter from 250 organizations, including
organizations from every state, demanding a corporate tax reform that is “revenue-positive,”
meaning it would close loopholes and use most or all of the resulting revenue savings to
address the deficit or make public investments.2
■ The effective corporate tax rate (what corporations actually pay as a percentage of their
profits) is far lower than the statutory corporate tax rate of 35 percent because of the
loopholes that allow corporations to avoid taxes.
■ A 2007 report from the Bush Treasury Department found “the United States takes a belowaverage share of corporate income in taxes” compared to other developed countries.3
■ Some corporate profits are not taxed at all. A recent report from CTJ examined 280
corporations (most of the Fortune 500 companies that were profitable for each of the past
three years) and found that 30 of them paid no corporate income taxes over the three-year
period. Seventy-eight of the companies had at least one no-tax year during that period.4
■ Corporate profits paid out as stock dividends are usually not taxed under the personal
income tax because two thirds of those dividends go to tax-exempt entities like retirement
plans and university endowments.5
■ Even dividends received directly by individuals are not taxed as much as wages that are the
only income for most middle-class families. Stock dividends are currently taxed at a top rate of
just 15 percent, and they are not subject to the Social Security payroll taxes that apply to the
wages earned by working people.
■ Corporate income taxes, when they are paid, are ultimately borne by corporate
shareholders in the form of reduced stock dividends. Corporate leaders sometimes claim
publicly that corporate taxes are really borne by workers because these taxes drive the
companies to move jobs offshore to lower-tax jurisdictions, but corporate leaders would not
lobby for Congress to lower these taxes if they did not think their shareholders were the
people ultimately paying them. Several researchers have concluded that the owners of stock
and other capital do bear most of the burden of corporate taxes.6
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